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Let me just say a word about where we are in our study of Deuteronomy. We 

are in the heart Deuteronomy, which includes some of the most difficult 

passages in the Bible for modern readers. Some of these passages require 

more patient and prayerful study than others. This is especially challenging 

in light of the pressure that many churches feel to be so relevant in speaking 

to felt needs. In our craving for relevance in the church today, we can be 

tempted to avoid wrestling through some of the deeper forests of Scripture 

and consequently fail to see how relevant all of scripture is. So I just want to 

thank you for pacing your way through Deuteronomy with me. This is more 

than just historical material. Rom. 15:4—“For whatever was written in 

earlier times was written or our instruction, so that through perseverance 

and the encouragement of the Scriptures, we might have hope.” I hope that 

the result of our study of Deuteronomy will not just be mining the depth of 

Deuteronomy itself, but also a growing reverence for the value of all of 

scripture.  

So what is Deut. 21 about? We are going to run into all kinds interesting 

scenarios here, like:  

� How the ancient Israelites were to respond to an unsolved homicide,  

� the proper treatment of war brides, 

� Who should receive firstborn status when husbands had children 

from multiple wives, 

� How parents should deal with an utterly rebellious son, 

� And regulations about how long an executed criminal could hang 

before burial.  

Probably none of you came to church with one of these questions pressing in 

your soul. Initially, most of what we read in Deut. 21 will seem foreign or 

even odd to us as modern readers. At first blush most of Deut. 21 will seem 

irrelevant to us in modern times, yet when we step back we begin to see in 

Deut. 21 a silhouette of God-given priorities that must be preserved as 

sacred.  

Background: There are bookends at the beginning and end of this chapter. 

Vs. 1 begins the chapter by referring to the land which God has given them 

to possess while vs. 23 closes the chapter by saying, you shall “not defile the 

land which the Lord your God gives you as an inheritance.” Chapter 21 

outlines laws that were given to keep the land free from desecration. 

There is a basic stewardship of the land in the keeping of these laws. The 

land was gift to Israel to serve God’s purposes of sustaining life and family 

as a reflection of God’s glory to the nations.  

The underlying principle of Deut. 21 is this:  

God’s people must keep their lives free from desecration. 

Deut. 21 exposes several key aspects of life which we must preserve as 

sacred:  

1. We must preserve the sanctity of life [Deut. 21:1-9]. 

The key issue in vs. 1-9 is the concern for the shedding of innocent 

blood. We already learned in chapter 19 that the punishment for 

taking another’s life willfully was the death penalty. Here we 

discover that even when the person responsible for the death was 

unknown, there was still a response required by the community.  

To leave the case open would be to render the whole community 

guilty for not responding to such an atrocious event. The land, the 

nation, would be defiled to not solemnly plead for God’s mercy. So 

the elders from the nearest town were to take a new heifer that had 

not been worked, down into a “virgin” valley that had not been 

farmed, and there at the stream they were to break the heifer’s neck, 

wash their hands over the animal and pray for God’s forgiveness 

over His people to remove the guilt of innocent blood.  

This was not a sacrifice per se, but a way to demonstrate the need to 

have the guilt of innocent blood “flushed out” of the community. The 

fact that this was done to an unharnessed animal, in uninhabited land, 

probably signified the sanctity of the life that had been lost.  



What we learn here is the sobering reality that even when a single 

life is taken, it has a dramatic effect on the whole community, which 

signifies the value of human life, created in the image of God.  

Our culture today is largely numb to the sanctity of life. We are daily 

entertained by Hollywood’s infatuation with death. But its more than 

just a matter of fantasy in a nation that exterminates the life blood of 

over a million babies every year (3000-4000 per day); millions of 

deaths with no funerals—no formal acknowledgement of the sanctity 

of what has been taken; leaving mothers to grieve emotional scars 

much deeper than they could have ever imagined.  

I thank God that there is forgiveness and healing for those suffering 

the guilt and remorse of choosing an abortion—if this is a part of 

your story, God’s grace is sufficient to forgive you and heal your 

soul. And yet, the church is like a drowsy overnight driver, who must 

do everything she can to stay awake in the midst of a dark world that 

no longer recognizes the value of every human life created in the 

image of God.  

2. We must preserve the sanctity of marriage and the dignity of 

women [Deut. 21:10-14]. 

This passage is another example of Deuteronomy’s concern to 

defend the week against the strong. Warriors who are victorious in 

battle have a tremendous advantage over those whom they capture, 

especially women. These verses are meant to restrict the power of a 

victorious soldier, and serve the interests of a female captive.  

If a man was taken by the beauty of a female captive, he was to go 

through the proper means to marry her, protecting vulnerable women 

against rape, which was common among ancient armies who 

overcame a city. Shaving her head, trimming her nails, and changing 

her wardrobe seems pretty heartless to modern Americans, but it was 

actually a means of changing her identity—replacing her disgraceful 

status as a captive with the full dignity and honor of an Israelite bride 

(and it probably helped to guard her against an impulsive man who 

was tempted to take advantage of her beauty). Furthermore she was 

to be given the respect and time to mourn the loss of her family.  

In the event that a divorce took place, she was not to be sold or 

mistreated (as though still a captive) but to be completely set free to 

go where she pleased.  

By the way, this is not a passage advocating or even condoning 

divorce. The Old Testament is clear that God hates divorce (Mal. 

2:16) which is the result of a hardened heart (Matt. 19:8). Rather, this 

is a passage about guarding the dignity of women. They are not to be 

treated as property but to be honored in the sanctity of marriage.  

One of the most obvious abuses of treating women as property today 

is the skyrocketing industry of pornography which disregards the 

honor that should be afforded to women in the sanctity of marriage.  

By the way, upholding the sanctity of marriage does not begin with battles in 

the courts or media. It begins with husbands treating their wives with honor 

and wives respecting their husbands.   I Peter 3:7—“You husbands likewise, 

live with your wives in an understanding way, as with a weaker vessel, since 

she is a woman; and grant her honor as a fellow heir of the grace of life, so 

that your prayers may not be hindered.”  

 

 

3. We must preserve the sanctity of family relationships [Deut. 

21:15-17]. 

 

Having more than one wife was not unheard of in ancient Israel, but 

neither was it encouraged. In fact polygamy is always presented as 

being about as beneficial as telling a lie, which we also see people 

doing frequently in Scripture, not because it is encouraged, but 

because people are sinners. God’s design is for one man to marry one 

woman (till death parts them) or just remain single.  

 

But in the event that a man followed the culture and had more than 

one wife, he was responsible for his wives and any children they 

bore Him.  This passage represents one of the practical problems 

with having more than one wife; favoring one over the other. When 

the least favored wife had the first born, that son was to be granted 



the status and privilege as the first born. For the father to grant 

firstborn status to the son of his more favored wife instead, would be 

to disregard the sovereign hand of God in the giving of children.  

 

Fathers were to treat their children with the integrity of honoring 

God’s hand in the giving of children over their own preferences.   

 

4. We must preserve the sanctity of parenting [Deut. 21:18-21]. 

This law that made allowance for the stoning of a rebellious child, is 

not meant for “naughty young children but [for] seriously delinquent 

young adults.”
1
 It is clear from this passage that the parents had been 

faithful to discipline their child and yet he rejects any discipline in 

his life. He is endangering the family by squandering their livelihood 

through gluttony and drunkenness. His personal cravings are ruling 

his life and because he will not respond to discipline, he has become 

a danger to his family and society. This law made allowance to purge 

evil from the community and deter others from sinning so as not to 

provoke the anger of the Lord. (NOTE: 2 Tim. 3:1-2; cf. Rom. 1:30) 

Take note of a couple observations from this text: 

a. Note how far the responsibility of parenting goes. It was the 

parents who were to hand over the rebellious son when 

prolonged parental discipline had been disregarded.  

b. Note that the parents did not have the right in and of 

themselves to cut the child off without the intervention of the 

elders. The closest equivalent today would be for parents of 

a young adult child to appeal to the elders of the church to 

intervene with church discipline in hope of correcting such 

rebellion so as not to be cut off from the fellowship of God’s 

people.  

 

Parenting is a sacred trust in which we are to teach, train, and 

discipline our children in such a way that they will learn to live 

under the loving authority and discipline of God. This requires 
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dependence on God’s grace to transform our own hearts as well 

as theirs.  

Deut. 21 is not about an exasperated parent independently imposing 

the harshness of his own kingdom upon a child who needs training. 

Rather it’s about parents who fear God seeking to have God’s 

kingdom intervene in the life of their child.  

Col 3:21—“Fathers, do not exasperate your children, that they may not 

lose heart.” That means, don’t exasperate them by failing to discipline 

them and don’t exasperate them by disciplining them too harshly. In 

other words, don’t impose your kingdom on them, but bring them under 

the kingdom of God which is not merely imparted through the judgment 

of the law, but through the hope of the gospel—get them to Jesus! 

 

Finally, we end where we began… 

 

5. We must preserve the sanctity of life [Deut. 21:22-23] 

To be created in the image of God infuses life with a reverence that should be 

regarded even in the event of judicial death. Even when a person was put to 

death because of a crime and then was hung to demonstrate the gravity of his 

sin, the body was not to be left hanging carelessly but to be buried the same 

day so as not to defile the land God had given to preserve life and promote 

godliness among the nations.  

GOSPEL 

Vs. 23 is not nearly as gruesome and shocking as the cross to which it points. 

Vs. 23 reminds us that “he who is hanged is accursed of God” probably 

signifying that the man died under the judgment of God. But Gal. 3:13 says, 

“Christ redeemed us from the curse of the Law, having become a curse 

for us-- for it is written, "Cursed is everyone who hangs on a tree.” 

The raw reality is that every one of us deserves the curse of God’s law 

for our sin. Every one of us has been a rebellious son that squandered 

the Father’s blessing and betrayed His discipline. We are the criminal 

who deserved to be hung. Yet Jesus became the curse for us. He died 

the death of a criminal on the cross, having no sin of His own, to bear 

the curse for us.   
 



The most provocative ways for a people to incite the anger of God by 

desecrating themselves is by disregarding the sanctity of life, sanctity of 

marriage, and the sacred trust of parenting and family relationships. We live 

in a society that has championed itself in desecrating them all. Deut. 21 

should awaken us to our need to be salt and light—to take the hope of the 

gospel to our community, rejoicing in the power of Jesus to make holy all 

that has been defiled; remembering that “such some of you were, but you 

were washed, but you were sanctified, but you were justified in the name of 

our Lord Jesus Christ and in the Spirit of our God” (I Cor. 6:11). Amen!  


